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I ntrod uct ion 
In the aftermath of the Second World War, the creation of the United N ations 
Specialized A gencies and the Bretton Woods institutions gave concrete l ife to a post-
war liberal internationalist ideal concerning the benefits of multi lateral cooperation 
for development. These benefits include enhanced efficiency by which collective goals 
can be achieved through central pooling of global resources and knowledge, the 
creation of stable, neutral and autonomous negotiating and administrative centers, 
and the reduction of the transaction costs of international collective action.1  

The dream was not achieved . The creation of international organizations d id 
not resolve the lack of coordination and cooperation in the field of international 
development. While the problem of lack of coordination has long been recognized ,2 
the last decade has seen grow ing calls for greater partnership , coord ina t ion an d 
ownership w ithin the aid system .3 A mbitious promises to improve have been made 
by the countries that originally founded the multi lateral system . Using the 
D evelopment A ssistance Committee (D A C) of the O E C D , donor countries have 
pledged to improve coordination in high-level ministerial fora in Rome (2003) and 
Paris (2005). These commitments fit w ith a broader global resolve to reinv igorate 
cooperation in development assistance. 

The U N at sixty has reiterated its commitment to liberal internationa l ism by 
calling for greater resources, organizational coordination and policy coherence for the 
global development regime. It has also sought to reassert its central role as a 
cooperation forum w ithin the grow ing community of actors embedded in this arena. 
Government members of the U N have declared that together they w ill seek to achieve 
a set of M illennium D evelopment Goals, one of which is to develop a “global 
partnership for development” . 

This article attempts to assess critically whether the U N can and shou l d 
reinvent itself as a major coordinating body w ithin the field of development 
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assistance. It asks whether more coordination and cooperation is possible, or indeed 
desirable. W e argue that there are deep-seated reasons why donors find coordination 
in development assistance d ifficult to achieve. A  greater role for the U N may help to 
overcome some of these issues, but is unlikely to resolve the fundamental tensions 
which often prevent coordination. W e also note that coordination is not 
u nambiguous l y  pos i t i v e—the countries which receive development assistance may 
sometimes have an interest in maintaining the multiplicity of institutions and donors 
which currently characterizes development assistance. A gain, a role for the U N may 
make coordination more positive for the recipients of development assistance, but is 
unlikely to align completely the interests of donors and recipients in this area. 

C harting a N ew D irect ion for the U n ited N ations 
The United N ations is vested w ith the formal authority to promote economic an d 
social development as enshrined in A rticle 55 of the U N Charter. This development 
function has largely been carried out by Specialized A gencies loosely accountable to 
the Economic and Social Counci l, a central organ of the United N ations system.4 It 
was only in 1965 when the United N ations D evelopment Programme was created 
through an amalgamation of the Expanded Programme of Technical A ssistance and 
the Special United N ations Fund for Economic D evelopment that the United N ations 
could claim a broad-based development assistance organization under its umbrel la.5  

The actual role of the United N ations is l imited . While the U N has described 
its comparative advantage in development as deriv ing from its “expert advice in 
economic, social and cultural fields,”6 its influence as an actor in the development 
field has ebbed and flow ed . The U N is largely seen to be a smaller and less influential 
international player in development assistance than either the World Bank or the 
D A C bilateral donors. In 2004, net d isbursements by the U N system accounted for 
US$3.098 billion of concessional resources to developing countries (U N DP accounted 
for US$374 million of this total). In contrast, World Bank (ID A) concessional 
disbursements w ere over US$7 billion, and bilateral O D A flows of over US$79 billion 
have been proffered by D A C members.7  

Secretary- General Kofi A nnan has attempted to effect rene wal and reform of 
the U N . U pon taking up office, he aspired to a more prominent role in development 
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and released a strategy for rejuvenating the global organization.8 A n important 
assumption underlining this reform initiative was that increased coherence of policies 
and coordination of activ ities across the U N at the global, regional and country levels 
would be the starting point for greater coordination and leadership among external 
partners. To this end , a United N ations D evelopment Group was established to 
encourage d ialogue across the U N Specialized A gencies and to oversee the roll-out of 
t wo ne w U N instruments at the country level: the Common Country A ssessment 
(aiming to provide a common situation analysis of a country’s development 
challenges) and the United N ations D evelopment A ssistance Frame work (aiming to 
div ide tasks across U N agencies).  

In parallel w ith this in-house reform programme, the U N also aspired to 
become the centre of the global development assistance system . This aspiration was 
given life by the agreement of the time-bound and measurable M illennium 
D evelopment Goals (M D Gs) at the U N Millennium Summit in 2000 and the 2001 
Monterrey Conference, which brought public, private and non-gov ernmen tal 
participants together for the first time under U N auspices. A t Monterrey , rich 
countries committed themselves to increasing aid budgets and remedying the 
problem of policy incoherence and uncoordinated aid .  

Better global governance of development assistance, and the appropriate role 
of the U N , emerged again as a key issue in a special H igh Level Panel convened by 
the U N Secretary- General that reported in 2004.9 This report advised that the U N 
become a “development cooperation forum” in which states could measure 
development progress in an open and transparent manner,10 and it endeavoured to 
strengthen coordination among different U N agencies as w el l as bet w een the U N and 
its sister institutions, the IM F and World Bank .11 It was also recommended that the 
Economic and Social Counci l exploit its convening pow ers and provide a regular 
v e n u e  w h e r e  both developed and developing country members could openly 
measure and discuss their commitments to achieving the M D Gs.12 The Panel also 
emphasized the role of the U N as a global body that could establish coherence around 
“ the critical interlinkages bet w een trade, finance, the environment, the handling of 
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pandemic d iseases and economic and social development” .13 H ere the Panel proposes 
a global leaders’ group building on the experience and success in rapid and flexible 
responsiveness of the G8 Leaders’ Group and the G20 Finance M inisters’ Group .14 

The case for creating a ne w coordinating role for the United N ations in the 
global community of development actors has several merits. The U N has some 
specific comparative advantages, including global legitimacy , d iversity of expertise 
and global reach. These might make it more effective than other institutions and more 
successful than past efforts in coordinating aid . Some might also see this role as a way 
to further enhance the legitimacy and pow er of the organization. N onetheless, a 
measure of caution is in order. There are significant challenges and difficulties in aid 
coordination, and the U N would best take heed of these as it seeks to establish itself as 
a ne w center for development coordination and cooperation.  

W hy A re T here So M any D evelopment Assistance 
Inst i tut ions? 

D e v e lop m en t assistance is not facing either w ith too fe w institutions or too little 
governance, but rather a surfeit thereof. Take development assistance aimed at 
improving global public health and in particular addressing the H IV/ A IDS pandemic. 
The World H ealth Organization was created in 1948 to act as the d irecting and co-
coordinating authority on international health work .15 Yet in the last decade w e have 
seen several other international agencies and initiatives created by governments in 
order better to coordinate efforts. In 1996 E C OSO C authorized the creation of a ne w 
joint U N program on H IV/ A IDS. U N A IDS was established as a global program that 
unified the work of six Specialized A gencies, including the W H O . M eanwhile, at the 
O kinawa G8 Summit in July 2000, the idea of an international funding mechanism to 
fight H IV/ A IDS, tuberculosis and malaria crystallized , and was unanimously 
supported by the U N General A ssembly in 2001. The G lobal Fund to Fight A IDS, 
Tuberculosis and Malaria was created as an independent public-p r i v a t e par tnership 
to increase the global resources available to combat A IDS, tuberculosis, and malaria 
and to direct the resources effectively to areas of greatest need .16  

The result is only the tip of the iceberg of institutions engaged in del ivering 
assistance to address the H IV/ A IDS pandemic. In spite of an apparent predilection for 
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international cooperation and organization, states have continued to channel the 
l ion’s share of their development assistance budgets (including that for H IV/ A IDS) 
through their own bilateral programmes and agencies, which are often poorly 
coordinated w ith those of other states as w el l as w ith multi lateral efforts. Indeed 
about 70 per cent of countries’ official development assistance is channeled bilaterally , 
w ith only about 30 per cent going to multi lateral agencies.17 

W ithin national governments, coordination can also be a problem . A id 
programs tend to be run by designated aid agencies often sitting w ithin or closely 
linked to foreign affairs. Even w ithin the aid agencies, there may often be goals that 
are d ifficult to reconci le w ith each other, such as specific foreign policy objectives 
alongside w ider concerns for development and poverty reduction. H ow ever, the 
scope for competing goals is yet larger when one takes into account the other agencies 
and arms of government which are involved in foreign assistance aimed at goals such 
as e x p o r t-promotion, commercial opening, foreign policy and national or global 
security . A ll have an impact on development assistance. A nd this sometimes 
p roduces potentially conflicting goals pursued by the same government. For example 
in Sudan, USA ID spends billions of dollars developing the South, while the US 
Congress continues to maintain longstanding sanctions against the country .18  

In recent years there is much hand wringing about the lack of coherence and 
coordination across d ifferent agencies of national governments. Indeed , w ithin 
Canada, the N etherlands, A ustralia, the United K ingdom and the United States, 
efforts are under way to draw together the various d iplomatic, military and 
development initiatives into a more coherent and effective response to failing states.19 
For our purposes, it is v ital to note that fragmentation w ithin government 
administrations projects d irectly into fragmented international cooperation. This is 
because each government agency has its counterpart in global governance: finance 
ministries sit at the tables of the World Bank and IM F , health ministries sit at the table 
of the W H O , education ministries sit at U N ESC O , and so forth. The result is a 
problem of coordination which has three levels—within governments, bet w een 
governments, and bet w een the international agencies that governments create and 
govern. To some degree any success in enhancing cooperation w ill require change at 
all three levels. 

W ith the surfeit of institutions and governance at global and national levels, 
the problem of coordination is a very challenging one. A  lack of coordination means 
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that a plethora of competing actors, goals, and aid del ivery mechanisms resu l ts i n 
duplication, fragmentation, contradictory goals and endless red tape. The result is 
that in any aid-receiv ing country , a bilateral aid agency is not only competing for 
domestic officials’ time w ith other diplomatic representatives from their own country , 
but also w ith numerous other bilateral and multi lateral agencies. Even w ithin 
multi lateral organizations, donors have targeted resources into ear-m ar k e d t r ust  
funds that often sti l l provide them with the ability to design and control development 
p rogramming. Unsurprisingly , contradictory goals often end up being pursued on the 
ground , and through inefficient and burdensome aid del ivery processes. This can 
have the related consequence of eroding local governance capacity as foreign agencies 
p oa c h c o m petent local officials from the domestic administration, and remaining 
officials need to devote more of their time to managing donor agencies.  

W hat M akes Cooperation among G overnments D i f f icu lt?  

There are a number of reasons why—even after having created m u l t i l a t e r a l  
inst i t u t ions—donor states may find it d ifficult to coordinate aid efforts. Some are very 
obvious. Their domestic political landscape can be l ittered w ith the d ivergent and 
contradictory interests of government agencies, private companies, non-governmental 
organizations and interest groups. It is unusual, to say the least, for aid agencies to 
champion policies which reduce their staff numbers or budgetary resources, constrain 
their discretion or threaten national economic and commercial considerat ions.  

A  second reason for non-coordination is the perception (not always backed by 
sound evidence) of many policy-makers that aid that is not nationally identified does 
not command public support and is thus neither politically useful to politicians nor 
effective in sustaining long-term public support for aid . 

A third obstacle to coordination is the place of any aid agency w ithin its 
national political setting. A id ministers are accountable to their cabinet colleagues. 
They must achieve results w ithin the electoral cycle in order to demonstrate their 
political relevance and must spend their budget in a fiscal year to assure them access 
to funds the follow ing year. They must meet national auditing requirements and 
preserve accountability to taxpayers by demonstrating the value for money del ivered 
by national aid budgets.  

A  fourth reason for poor coordination lies in genuine philosophical 
differences about what the aims of aid should be. For example, in the contemporary 
good governance agenda, donors can remain undecided about whether a state-centric 
or soc i e t y-centric approach is the best way to advance political accountability and 
reform . For example, Canada’s governance programming has shifted its emphasis 
over time away from building public sector institutions to fostering a v ibrant “civ il 
soc iety .”20 W i t h i n  a i d -receiv ing countries, donors might d isagree on more 
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fundamental issues, for example in V ietnam where the relative prioritization of 
poverty reduction in development programming generated the ire of some who felt 
this emphasis neglected more traditional infrastructure project act i v i t ies.  

It is not only the goals of aid that are contentious, but also the methods used 
to achieve them . For example, donors have d ifferent v ie ws as to the fundamental 
question of whether donor conditions should focus on specific policy prescriptions, 
more general process requirements, or simply final outcomes. The current policy 
consensus is that donors should coordinate their policies and practices around 
na t iona l st ra t eg ies and systems (alignment). H ow ever, this requires that donors 
accept a model of conditionality focused on processes and outcomes rather than 
pol ic y prescr ip t ions—something which many donors find problematic. This approach 
also requires that recipients have strategies and systems in place which donors can 
align w ith; in many recipient countries, this is d ifficult to achieve given domestic 
political and administrative constraints. Even donors who embrace the alignment 
agenda may be hard pressed to accept domestic processes in recipient countries that 
might threaten the integrity of their activ ities. O ne such case occurred in July 2002, 
when the United K ingdom’s D epartment for International D evelopment defended the 
Tanzanian President’s right to replace his personal Presidential jet (worth £15 million) 
just before he was to receive a £270 million aid package from Bri tain .21  

Some of the problems described above could perhaps be resolved if clear 
evidence and best practices w ere available around which consensus could be built 
and programmes designed . H ow ever, the evaluation of aid is plagued w ith both 
methodological and political difficulties. The protracted time frames involved in 
achieving development results create d ifficulties in evaluating programmes in the 
short run. This is compounded by inevitable d ifficulties in establishing causation 
bet w een aid expenditures and outcomes.  

F inally , it is worth noting that there are some perceived benefits from non-
coordination which accrue to governments. States create institutions so as to entrench 
particular preferences and goals (both domestic and international). Creating ne w 
institutions permits governments to add ne w goals or mechanisms w ithout having to 
reform or close down already existing institutions. Subsequently, the fact that there 
are numerous uncoordinated agencies at national and global levels gives 
governments a choice as to how to achieve their goals, reducing the extent to which 
they are bound by any over-arching arrangemen t .  

From a development assistance perspective, there may also be some potential 
advantages to non-coordination. In development assistance multiple agencies could , 
in theory at least, afford aid-recipient countries more choice, creating healthy 
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competition in the provision of particular k inds of serv ices and leading to more 
effective demand-dri v en ou tcomes.  

For W hom Is M ore Coord ination D esirab le? 
Most of the rhetoric about donor coordination focuses on the benefits of such 
coordination for development outcomes and aid effectiveness. H ow ever, there is 
ambiguity about how this w ill occur. In particular there is ambiguity about whether 
coordination should aim at enhancing the influence of donors, or enhancing the 
influence of aid-rece i v ing governmen ts.  

Some bel ieve that coordination is a way to make donors more influential and 
that this w ill enhance aid effectiveness. The argument is that if donors w ere to 
coordinate better, each would be able better to specialize on particular countries and 
sectors. This would permit indiv idual donor agencies to develop greater focus and 
specialization based on their comparative advantages, and to build up a “core 
business” which they become good at, carving out a particular niche for themselves.22 
The assumption is that the greater focus would translate into better quality and more 
concentrated influence over particular aid-recipient countries which would in turn 
translate into more effective aid .  

O n the other side of the debate is the v ie w that more effective aid w ill result if 
aid-receiv ing countries are given a greater voice in the aid system as a whole, as w el l 
as in the formulation of their own national strategies. More voice in the aid 
architecture has underpinned the debate surrounding the U N ’s role in development 
assistance, where an increased role for the U N is seen in many quarters as a way to 
increase the voice of developing countries in the aid system . More voice in 
formulating their own national development strategies has been the goal of the World 
Bank in encouraging indebted poor countries to formulate Poverty Reduction 
Strategy Papers, and by parts of the donor community that have attempted to shift to 
sector- w ide and general budget-support as mechanisms for del ivering aid so that it 
can better support a national government’s priorities and frame work .  

The ambiguity as to who would or should be empow ered by coordination 
makes exhortations for more coordination rather more complex to ad judicate than 
they may seem . This is revealed most clearly if w e think about aid coordination from 
the perspect i v e of an aid-rece i v ing coun try . 

O ne benefit from greater coordination is clear for aid-rece i v ing coun tr ies. 
Greater coordination can reduce the administrative burden on the recipient 
government so that instead of having to negotiate and report on progress in a  
particular area in a different ways to a number of different donors, that process 
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becomes dramatically simplified , taking up less time, and enabling better 
qual i t y resu l ts.23  

H ow ever, coordination may also disadvantage aid-receiv ing governments by 
reduc ing their bargaining pow er v is-à-v is donors. This d isadvantage was w el l 
understood in the 1980s when developing countries became alarmed at the emergence 
o f “ c ross-cond i t ional i t y ” . C ross-conditionality meant that donor conditions became 
in terl inked—a  r e c e i v ing country would have to meet the full conditions of one 
institution (for example the IM F) before assistance could be accessed from any other 
(such as the World Bank or a regional development bank). Coordination can also 
magnify particular domestic political conflicts. It is sometimes also the case that aid 
programs coordinated among donors favour particular elements in recipient 
governments and societies—finance ministries may favour coordination around the 
national budget while other ministries prefer direct relationships w ith donors that are 
outside budgetary processes.24 A n alternative to greater donor coordination could be 
conceived as a fragmented system which enabled receiv ing governments to make 
choices among different donors so as best to match national goals w ith what donors 
are offering. 

O ne way to clarify the debate about who gains from coordination is to 
distinguish t wo distinct goals in the coordination debate. O ne goal is greater 
harmonization among donors of their policies and the way they del iver aid . This could 
be achieved by donors acting together w ith little reference to aid-rece i v ing coun tries. 
A s such, it could result in a system which overrides the interests or preferences of aid-
rece i v ing governmen ts.  

The alternative goal is alignment between donors and recipients in their policies 
and systems. This would require intensive d iscussions by donors and aid-rec ip ien ts 
as to what was being aligned .  

A n equally important d istinction worth draw ing is that which exists bet w een 
policies and processes. Where policies are harmonized or aligned , the action being 
taken is essentially a political one. The actual goals being sought by a government and 
donors are affected . Where system processes are harmonized the result is more 
ad min istra t i v e—it is the del ivery of particular policies that is being affected . These 
d istinctions are tabulated on Table 1. 

 

                                                 
23 A n example of the extent of this problem is aid for public expenditure management, as 

documented by the World Bank in Richard A llen, Salvatore Schiavo-Campo, & Thomas 
Colu m k i l l G arri t y , Assessing and Reforming Public Financial Management: A New Approach 
(Washington D C : The World Bank , 2004). 
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Table 1: Stages of the Policy and Implementation Process 
Donors  N ational process 

V ision and goal setting 
Stra t egy form ulat ion 

Pol icy al ignmen t/harmonizat ion 
 

 
Budget formulation and policy setting 
 
F inancial disbursement channels 
Con tract ing 
Implemen tat ion arrangemen ts 
Monitoring and evaluation 

Systems a l ignmen t/harmonizat ion 

Report ing 
Source: O DI (2004)25  
 
Recipient governments have consistently argued for greater alignment of aid to their 
own policies. If donors w ere to align their aid w ith countries’ own policies, this would 
permit recipient governments to set clear and consistent priorities appropriate to their 
circumstances and to direct resources accordingly . This would be in keeping w ith the 
current donor emphasis on “putting governments in the driv ing seat” and ensuring 
greater policy ownership by aid-receiv ing countries. H ow ever, where policy 
harmonization takes place w ithout alignment to a national government’s priorities, it 
creates a risk that conditionality turns into “ the highest common multiple amongst 
the donors and creditors” .26 This leaves l ittle space for ownership by governments. 

Slightly different is the argument for aligning systems or the way in which 
aid is del ivered . H ere greater alignment could reduce the transaction costs of aid and 
t h e  a dministrative burden faced by recipient institutions. It can also improve the 
availability of information and data to the recipient government. Even when 
alignment w ith their own systems is less than perfect, recipients generally have an 
interest in harmonized donor systems. Many of the benefits of coordinated systems 
can be reaped w ithout alignment.  

O ne specific risk for aid-receiv ing countries from greater donor 
harmonization crosses over the d istinction bet w een policies and system processes that 
w e  h a v e  just d iscussed . Where donors use performance assessment frame works 
collectively to ad judicate the performance of aid-recipients, the risk to any aided 

                                                 
25 O verseas D evelopment Institute, “H armonisation and A lignment in Fragile States” (2004). 

(Draft report submitted to the Senior-Level Forum on D evelopment Effectiveness in Fragile 
States January 2005), at 15, online: O verseas D evelopment Institute 
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26 A llison Johnson & Matthe w Martin. “Empow ering D eveloping Countries to Lead the A id 
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online: H uman D evelopment Reports < http://hdr.undp .org/>. 
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country is that all funds could be stopped in response to the same concern about 
del ivery . While donors may have legitimate reasons to halt funding, coordination of 
performance assessment frame works can increase the range of circumstances where 
this happens. For this reason, aid-receiv ing governments have expressed a preference 
for donors who disburse funds on the basis of “ independent decisions and 
discussions w ith the recipient” .27  

In summary , coordination can dramatically shift the balance of bargaining 
pow er bet w een donors and recipients. This shift can occur in favour of donor or 
recipient. Greater donor harmonization w ithout alignment w ith aid-rec ip ien ts could 
give donors more control and influence w ithin countries to which they give aid . 
Equally , as seen from an aid-recipient’s perspective, that k ind of coordination would 
reduce choices and the scope for a government to make its own national economic 
decisions. By contrast, greater harmonization of aid processes could streamline aid , 
making its administration less cumbersome for aid-receiv ing governments. A nd 
greater alignment by donors of both policies and processes w ith aid-rece i v ing 
governments could magnify these benefits for aid-rece i v ing coun tr ies. 

In the end the coordination debate is plagued by an ambiguity among donors 
about whether or not they w ish to enhance their own control over aid or whether they 
w ish to enhance the ownership and control of aid-receiv ing countries. Donor 
governments are naturally concerned w ith how their aid is used by other 
governments. Furthermore, they have to account to their own legislatures and audit 
bodies for the way in which their aid budgets are used . This creates t wo pressures on 
any change in the global development assistance regime. F irst, there is a push 
towards coordination of a k ind which enhances donors’ collective pow er. Second , 
there is a brake on that movement so as to keep each indiv idual donor able to respond 
to immediate domestic political exigencies.  

Imp l ications for Reform of the U n ited N ations 
A gainst a backdrop of an expanding number of actors involved in development 
assistance and the complexity of motives for coordination, a variety of forces impede 
coordination. A s such, it makes sense to consider whether calls for the U N to become 
a development cooperation forum are either realistic or desirable. Does the U N 
system provide structures that can overcome members’ incentives which militate 
against coordination? Does it provide a path for enhanced coordination in 
deve lopmen t assistance?  

It is intuitively appealing to imagine the United N ations at the heart of a 
coordinated multi lateral development system . Indeed , others have written 

                                                 
27 A llison Johnson & Matthe w Martin, “ K ey A naly tical Issues for Government External 

F inancing.” (London: D ebt Rel ief International, 2004), online: D evelopment F inance Group 
<http://w w w .development-f inance.org>.  
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persuasively about how this might be achieved .28 C learly some degree of 
specialization w ithin the international system does seem sensible; for example, 
l e a v i n g shor t-t e r m  m a c r o-level balance of payments issues to the Internat ional 
Monetary Fund , micro-le v e l  long-run supply side obstacles to development to the 
World Bank , political governance themes to the U N DP, and health policies to the 
World H ealth Organization.  

O ne concrete proposal to move the U N back at the heart of the in t erna t ional 
system has been expounded at length in a recent book by K emal D erv is, a former 
Turkish Finance M inister and currently U N DP A dministrator.29 H e recommends the 
creation of a United N ations Economic and Social Security Counci l (U N ESC) w ith 
po w ers in the economic and social sphere parallel to those the U N Security Counci l 
possesses in the military arena. U N ESC representatives would be elected in a system 
of w eighted votes and constituencies.30 U N ESC would comprise 14 counci l officials 
w i t h d ist i ngu ished careers designing and implementing social and economic policies. 
They would meet regularly and be assisted by a small secretariat. Its ne w function 
would be as a governance umbrel la or strategic board for the entire international 
system in the economic and social spheres, including the U N Specialized A gencies, 
the Bretton Woods institutions and the W T O . While it would not interfere w ith the 
workings of any of these institutions, it would have the pow er to appoint the heads of 
all of them through transparent criteria and emphasis on professional qualifications, 
experience and leadership . U N ESC would be an advocate for mobiliz ing international 
resources for development and act as an evaluating body of all institutions and their 
programs. But most importantly , it would enhance coordination and cooperation 
w ithin the international development system . 

D erv is’ idea is intuitively appealing as w el l as an obvious way to enhance 
international coordination and strengthen the legitimacy of both the Bretton Woods 
and U N agencies. A nd yet, exhortations that the solution to the failures of 
development is more aid that is more coordinated under its U N auspices puts a heavy 
burden of expectation on its shoulders. G iven that pow erful interests militate against 
coord inat ion, is it feasible to expect that the U N is in a position to overcome these? 
Recall that existing coordinating bodies l ike the World Bank or the O E C D’s 
D evelopment A ssistance Committee (where rich states exercise far more relative 
influence than they do in the U N) are already sidel ined in many cases. N o ne w plan 
for coordination w ill succeed unless it radically alters the incentives faced by donors 
and their agencies.  

                                                 
28 K e mal D er v is, A Better Globalization: Legitimacy, Reform and Governance (Washington, D C : 

C en tre for G lobal D evelopment, 2005).  
29 Ibid. 
30 M ilitary capability would not enter into the formula for determining the voting strength of 

any country . Instead , voting strength would be determined by a country’s share in world 
population, G DP and contributions to the U N global goods budget. Ibid. at 96. 
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In this article w e have emphasized a number of issues which make 
coordination difficult w ithin and bet w een governments: the incentives faced by 
different actors in the system to preserve existing institutions, the multiple goals of 
donors, the desire for nationally “flagged” development assistance and differing 
v ie ws on the objectives and modalities of aid . It is not clear that a ne w role for the U N 
w ill change the incentives faced by donors and donor agencies, but it might provide 
an effective forum where best practices can be examined and consensus reached on 
the appropriate ends and means of development assistance. 

While it is important to temper expectations that the U N can succeed where 
others have failed , the rationale for having a more legitimate and effective global 
coordination of aid is pow erful. A  global coordinator could provide a starting point to 
leverage developing country pressure on donors to streamline processes and advance 
the harmonization and alignment agenda even further to their benefit. Furthermore, 
what is not achieved by the present fragmented system of aid del ivery is an overall 
allocation of aid across d ifferent countries which is effective and equitable. A t present, 
the aid regime consists of “donor darlings” and “donor orphans” .  

H aving said all this, w e have noted above that coordination in development 
ass is t a n c e  m a y  not always be desirable from the perspective of recipients. A n 
enhanced role for the U N in coordination has the potential to increase the voice of aid-
receiv ing countries in the process and del iver outcomes more in their interests, but 
w ill not easi ly resolve the fundamental tension bet w een the desire of donors to 
influence and control aid recipients and the recognition that real ownership by 
recipients is essential for development success.  

The United N ations at sixty sits w ithin a transformed development assistance 
system . The organization comprises numerous specialized agencies working at the 
global and regional levels to enhance the development prospects of poorer countries. 
These have been joined by numerous other public and private sector initiatives. The 
result is hundreds of different initiatives overlapping in development assistance—a 
juggernaut of governance, oversight mechanisms, negotiations and priorities. The 
challenge is to find ways to lighten the impact of this top-heavy system on the 
hundred or so countries in the world it has ostensibly been created to assist. C urrent 
exhortations for more aid and more coordination are unlikely to achieve this result.  
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